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	This extensively updated second edition was created for medical device, medical packaging, and food packaging design engineers, material product technical support, and research/development personnel. This comprehensive databook contains important characteristics and properties data on the effects of sterilization methods on plastics and elastomers. It provides a ready reference for comparing materials in the same family as well as materials in different families.

	

	Data is presented on 43 major plastic and elastomer packaging materials, including biodegradable or organic polymers. New to this edition are resin chapters containing textual summary information including: category; general description; applications; resistances to particular sterilization methods; and regulatory status considerations for use in medical devices and medical/food packaging. The resin chapter material supplier trade name product data is presented in graphical and tabular format, with results normalized to SI units, retaining the familiar format of the best selling first edition and allowing easy comparison between materials and test conditions.
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If You're Not First, You're Last: Sales Strategies to Dominate Your Market and Beat Your CompetitionJohn Wiley & Sons, 2010

	During economic contractions, it becomes much more difficult to sell your products, maintain your customer base, and gain market share. Mistakes become more costly, and failure becomes a real possibility for all those who are not able to make the transition. But imagine being able to sell your products when others cannot, being able to take...
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The Definitive Guide to Samba 3Apress, 2004
If you're familiar with Unix administration, TCP/IP networking, and other  common Unix servers, and you want to learn how to deploy Samba, this book is  ideal for you. With this book as a guide, you can quickly configure a basic  Samba server and then move on to learn about Samba's more exotic features,  including those new to Samba 3.0. The...
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The Essential GalileoHackett Publishing, 2008
Edited and translated by Maurice A. Finocchiaro, an international authority on Galileo, this collection makes available to scholars and students an excellent and extensive selection of Galileo's key works from his early career to the end of his life - some in toto and some represented by key selections. It presents not only Galileo's most famous...
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Mastering Linux Security and Hardening: Secure your Linux server and protect it from intruders, malware attacks, and other external threatsPackt Publishing, 2018

	
		A comprehensive guide to mastering the art of preventing your Linux system from getting compromised.

	
		Key Features

		
			Leverage this guide to confidently deliver a system that reduces the risk of being hacked
	
			Perform a number of advanced Linux security techniques such as...
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Deciphering Growth (Research and Perspectives in Endocrine Interactions)Springer, 2005

	An organism’s body size tells us a lot about how it makes a living, suggesting that

	body size is a key parameter in evolution. We outline three large-scale trends in

	body size evolution. Bergmann’s Rule is the tendency for warm-blooded species

	at high latitudes to be larger than their close relatives nearer the equator....
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AutoCAD 2005 For DummiesFor Dummies, 2004
Use sheet sets, collaborate nicely, and go LT for 2005
Find out how to use DWF, live up to new standards, and share files online     

AutoCAD can be complicated, but this book isn’t! Here’s where you’ll discover how to set up a drawing, toe the lines, add dimension and text, share your stuff, and more, in AutoCAD or...
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